Opportunities for wind
power growth in Indonesia
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INTRODUCTION (1)
PACE Energy (Singapore) is a joint-venture (JV) between leading French renewable energy
Independent Power Producer, EREN, and CWP Energy Asia. The JV is focused on the development
of renewable energy projects (wind and solar) in Indonesia.

EREN RENEWABLE ENERGY
EREN was founded by the founder and ex-CEO of EDF
Energies Nouvelles
€ 800 million in shareholder’s equity
525 MW of operational or under construction projects
1,500 MW of projects under development

CWP ENERGY ASIA
CWPEA was founded by the Directors and
Management team of CWP Renewables
and Wind Prospect
4,000 MW successful planning approvals
15 countries
2,500 MW of projects in operation
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INTRODUCTION (2)
Indonesia being in the Equator belt has lower wind speed due to its low pressure air.
The trend for development of low wind sites has gathered pace in the past couple of years, driven
by technology developments as manufacturers release specific products designed to make such
locations economically and technically viable.

Annual 50m Wind Speed
(July 1983 – June 1993)
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INTRODUCTION (3)
However as the turbine hub heights are increasing to make
lower wind speed sites viable, the extrapolation of wind data
to hub height can introduce significant error.
This measurement challenge can be overcome with the use
of LiDARs and SoDARs.
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1.1 LiDAR
A LiDAR is an optical technology that measures properties of scattered light from
particles in the air to determine wind speed and direction.
Strengths
◦ Mobile (but power needs are relatively high which can restrict mobility)
◦ Will measure to full height of rotor
◦ Can be placed directly next to a met mast
◦ DNV GL class 3 – no met mast required (currently simple terrain) now applies to two
commercially available LiDAR devices
◦ Some models can work on mobile platforms for off-shore monitoring
◦ Can be Nacelle mounted
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1.2 LiDAR
Weaknesses
◦ Typically high purchase cost
◦ Performance limitations in some
atmospheric conditions
◦ Relatively high cost of ownership due to:
- Power demands – potentially
restricting mobility
- Requirement for periodic (typically 2
years) factory maintenance and
calibration tests
- Field service ability limited but field
reliability dramatically improved over
the last 10 years
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2. SoDAR
A SoDAR measures the scattering of sound waves by atmospheric thermodynamic
structure and turbulence.
Strengths
◦ Relatively low cost
◦ Mobile – easily moved from site to site
◦ latest generation can measure to full
height of rotor
◦ Some technologies are DNV GL Class 2 –
bankable in conjunction with a met mast
◦ More readily self-powered than LiDAR
◦ Calibrated once in the factory
◦ High system reliability
Weaknesses
◦ Not ideal for residential areas -Noise
◦ Limited off shore use
◦ Performance limitations in some
atmospheric conditions
◦ May require additional clearing in heavily
forested areas
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3. PRODUCTION ESTIMATES
Wind Ramps
Wind Shear

Wind Veer

Remote sensing reveals anomalies in the wind that can skew annual energy
production estimates and affect turbine performance.
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4. MET MASTS AND SODAR/LIDAR

Both data sets track met mast wind speed, but in comparison, Triton data has
more “noise” than the Fulcrum 3D data.
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CONCLUSION
LiDARs and SoDARs are good for site prospecting as they are quick and
cost effective, but low data recovery and potential bias may be an issue.
They are particularly interesting in correlation with a met mast as it has a
positive impact on the shear extrapolation of the mast, reducing the
uncertainty of the mast measurements.
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